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Abstract: The state of health is a crucial state that suggests the capacity of lithium-ion batteries
to store and restitute energy at a certain power level, which should be carefully monitored in the
battery management system. However, the state of health of batteries is unmeasurable and, currently,
it is usually estimated within a specific area of the whole charging data, which is very limited in
practical application because of the incomplete and random charging behaviors of users. In this
paper, we intend to estimate the state of health of batteries with flexible partial charging curves
and normal multi-layer perceptron based on the degradation data of eight 0.74 Ah batteries. To
make the estimation more adaptive and flexible, we extract several features from partial charging
curves. Analysis of the relationship between extracted features and the state of health shows that the
extracted features are useful in estimation. As the length of the partial charging curve increases, the
extracted features still function well, and the root mean square error of the test set is lower than 1.5%.
Further validation on the other two types of batteries reveals that the proposed method achieves
high accuracy even with different sampling and working conditions. The proposed method offers an
easy-to-implement way to achieve an accurate estimation of a battery’s state of health.

Keywords: state of health; lithium-ion batteries; partial charging curves; deep learning

1. Introduction
1.1. Literature Review

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have revolutionized our daily lives, enabling deeper
penetration of energy storage in power systems, and are the technology of choice for electric
vehicles [1]. Due to the complex electrochemical process inside batteries [2], monitoring
different battery states using measurable signals is impractical to ensure the safety of
wide-range battery applications. Particularly, the state of health (SOH), which is defined as
the ratio between the current maximum capacity and the initial maximum capacity, reveals
the aging status of LIBs and helps optimize the present working conditions [3]. Since
SOH cannot be measured directly by common sensors, its estimation based on measurable
variables, such as current, voltage, and temperature, has attracted extensive attention in
both the academic and industrial communities. At present, two commonly used methods
for SOH are model-based methods and data-driven methods.

Model-based methods have a longstanding tradition in the realm of SOH estimation,
evident through instances such as electrochemical models and equivalent circuit models
(ECMs). Electrochemical models characterize the electrochemical behavior of batteries [4],
particularly using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), which applies a small
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amplitude alternating current (AC) signal to the battery and measures the resulting voltage
across different frequencies. Marvin et al. [5] proposed a method that combines fractional
order impedance modeling and short-term relaxation effects with EIS characterization
for rapid SOH determination. Jiang et al. [6] extracted features from EIS incorporating
Gaussian process regression (GPR) to estimate SOH. Impedance variations resulting from
battery degradation can serve as indicators of its health. Nonetheless, a collection of
parameters within electrochemical models poses challenges in terms of measurement
or identification, particularly for commercial batteries [7]. Through the integration of
SOH as a model parameter, ECMs are able to estimate SOH by minimizing the error
in voltage simulation [8–10]. ECMs integrated with nonlinear filters are widely used
because of their self-correction capability and insensitiveness to initial states [11]. Besides,
SOH is coupled with other states in practical situations. Liu et al. [12] proposed a joint
estimator based on ECM, which improved the SOH estimation performance. However,
ECM has the problem of poor model generalization towards the wider range of working
conditions [13]. Additionally, the existing ECM methods are reported to be inapplicable
under high current rates or low-temperature conditions [14]. To circumvent the challenges
faced by model-based methods, data-driven approaches have been introduced to the field
of SOH estimation.

Data-driven methods disregard the internal physical models of the battery and instead
estimate SOH solely based on collected data. As an illustration, Li et al. [15] employed
incremental capacity (IC) analysis, derived from the charging voltage profile, to forecast
SOH. They applied Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) to smoothen the IC curve and
facilitate feature extraction. Additionally, in studies such as [16,17], the differential voltage
(DV) curve has been utilized to extract inflection points that exhibit a clear connection with
battery degradation. Commonly, features including peak height [18], position [19], and
area [20] have been discerned as IC curves or DV curves, which are derived from constant-
current charging profiles or discharging profiles. The above methods make full use of the
charging curve or discharging curve to extract features, while in the study [21], voltage
relaxation features are used to estimate the SOH of commercial batteries with traditional
machine learning methods. These data-driven techniques exhibit notable accuracy in
estimation, and the extracted features have demonstrated their utility. However, acquiring
these features in practical scenarios can be challenging, despite the potential convenience of
cloud storage for dataset processing [22]. Moreover, these features are extracted locally and
might magnify the noise present in charging/discharging profiles. Hence, more flexible
ways for SOH estimation are further required. Richardson et al. [23] endeavored to estimate
SOH by directly utilizing charging data of a fixed length, which was sampled at a specified
initial voltage. Tian et al. [24] used a flexible partial voltage-capacity curve to estimate the
whole charging curve as well as the maximum capacity. This method indicated that deep
learning methods can autonomously extract features from raw data and then map these
feature vectors to corresponding SOH values. Nevertheless, since measured signals may be
recorded using frequency range rather than voltage span, a joint estimator using the one-
dimensional convolutional network to estimate electrode aging states and state of charge
(SOC) has been proposed which used a partial time-voltage curve [25] as input. These
methods significantly reduced the data processing time and offered versatile approaches
to estimation.

1.2. Motivation and Contribution

A fundamental challenge in the data-driven methods for SOH estimation pertains
to obtaining readily accessible features. Although some studies have extracted health-
related features to achieve accurate SOH estimation [15,16,21], most require a pre-set
voltage or voltage-relaxation stage. For instance, Zhu et al. [21] investigated the substantial
linear correlation between the maximum voltage during the voltage-relaxation phase and
SOH in commercial batteries. They employed diverse machine learning pipelines for
SOH estimation. Extracted features from IC/DV analysis [15,16] have also demonstrated
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their efficacy in data-driven SOH estimation. However, the aforementioned approaches
necessitate a comprehensive charging-discharging profile before feature extraction. Such
an assumption also did not consider the influence of user habits [26] and might not be
adaptable to real-world scenarios. Therefore, it is urgent to develop a flexible SOH estimator
with easily accessible features such as partial charging curves. Previous studies [24,25] have
noticed this limitation and pioneered the SOH estimation with a piece of raw voltage curve
during the constant current (CC) charging phase. The framework is easy to implement and
does not require additional dataset processes. Across various battery datasets, the proposed
method has consistently achieved remarkable estimation outcomes, but with different input
lengths. As an illustration, the Oxford dataset [27] necessitated 400 data points, whereas
other datasets only required 40 points. This variation arises due to the distinct time intervals
at which these datasets were recorded. Differences in input length may change the structure
of the deep learning framework and are not able to transfer when the collecting time interval
is changed. Furthermore, extensive raw datasets often encompass noise that can impact the
ultimate estimation performance. To mitigate this, segments of the voltage curve could be
extracted into features of fixed lengths. By employing these standardized, length-based,
aging-related features, the structure of data-driven methodologies can be streamlined,
enabling the application of diverse machine learning techniques.

Partial voltage curves from the CC charge stage are varied with different voltage
ranges; hence, the extracted features need to represent the local as well as the global
representation of pieces of the voltage curve. Previous studies [15,16] used statistical
methods to find related aging features, but most of them belong to local features such as
maximum voltages or peaks of curves. Therefore, it is urgent to extract global representation
from partial voltage curves without information loss. With these improvements, the
structure of deep learning methods could be simplified. The contribution of this paper
could be listed as follows:

(1) The proposed method employs a straightforward multi-perceptron layer (MLP) for
accomplishing SOH estimation via randomly sampled short-term charging voltage
curves. This approach extracts several features from a statistical standpoint and does
not require a designated voltage range for feature extraction. As a result, it offers
exceptional flexibility concerning input ranges and a consistent number of features
for the MLP model.

(2) The introduced approach extracts features both locally and globally from randomly
sampled charging voltage curves. This is achieved by identifying specific points
of curves and employing curve fitting parameters. The method employs multiple
parameters to characterize the curves, which offer diverse insights compared to other
proposed feature extraction techniques. Experimental findings indicate that incorpo-
rating these local and global features enhances estimation results when compared
to utilizing raw datasets alone. The paper also underscores the significance of the
introduced features.

(3) The validity of the proposed method is demonstrated across three distinct battery
datasets, encompassing varying operational conditions and sampling frequencies.
Despite the extended curve lengths due to feature extraction, the number of inputs
for the MLP remains constant. Notably, results indicate enhanced accuracy as curve
lengths increase. Furthermore, the MLP exhibits superior generalization capabilities
in comparison to other machine learning techniques.

2. Method
2.1. Problem Definition

The whole framework of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1, which contains
four sections, including partial charging data extraction, feature extraction, deep neural
network, and SOH estimation. At first, the battery SOH is generally defined as:

SOH =
q
Q

(1)
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where q is the maximum capacity at the current cycle and Q is the initial maximum capacity.
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Figure 1. Framework of the proposed method: (A) Random partial charging data of CC stage
extraction. (B) Global and local feature extraction of partial charging data. (C) Deep learning
structure. (D) SOH estimation of the current cycle.

A charging curve can be characterized by the voltage V(t) that rises from the lower
voltage threshold to the upper voltage limit with increased charging time t. V(t) is then
stated as V(t) = [V(0), V(∆t), . . ., V(N∆t)], where ∆t represents the time interval for data
collection and N denotes the total number of points after V reaches the upper voltage limit.
In real-world scenarios, it is not typical for an electric vehicle to be fully charged from a
completely depleted state [28]; instead, partial charging is a more common occurrence. To
mimic the incomplete charge in real scenarios, flexible partial charging curves are extracted
to estimate the SOH of the current cycle in this article. Given the fixed period T, the number
of points of a partial charging curve is M = T/∆t(M < N), so a portion of a charging curve
could be represented by H = [V(0), V(∆t), ..., V(M∆t)], where the time at the starting point
is 0.

The SOH estimation problem can be formulated as follows: Given a battery that has
been cycled for n times, flexible charging data is firstly extracted, feature-engineered, and
then used to estimate the corresponding SOH, which can be written as:

SOHn,estimate = fMLP(Hn, 0:M∆t) (2)

where H0:M∆t is a random piece of charging voltage data at the nth cycle covering M points
and fMLP denotes the deep learning method that is used to map the nonlinear mapping
between the partial charging curve and the SOH of the nth cycle.

2.2. Feature Extraction and Analysis

Upon obtaining voltage and time samples from partial charging curves of the CC
phase, certain studies [24,25] input the raw samples into estimators to forecast battery
states, thereby alleviating data processing demands. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that
recording frequencies for battery operating conditions can vary. For instance, the Oxford
battery dataset records the voltage during the CC phase every second, while the CALCE
dataset [29,30] does so every 30 s, and the NASA dataset [31] records it every 3 s. This
variation may change the estimator’s structure and heavy computations are introduced
with long input sequences. Since the partial charging curves are stable, several features
are extracted to represent the random partial charging curves. Previous studies [32,33]
consider using summarizing statistics to illustrate the shape and position change of the
voltage curve, such as maximum voltage, minimum voltage, and variance of voltage. These
features could locally denote the statics of voltage curves with information loss, so global
representations of voltage curves are urgent to explore.
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A piece of charging data from the Oxford dataset is shown in Figure 1B, which
exhibits a high degree of smoothness without noticeable jitter, approaching linearity while
retaining a subtle curvature. Referring to the previous studies [21,34], the minimum voltage,
maximum voltage, and dQ/dV are extracted from the partial charging curve. Apart from
these local features, global features that show the curvature of the curve are introduced
with the following equation:

A ∗ lnx + B ∗ x + c (3)

To denote the curvature of the curve, the ln function is introduced, and the left items
are for linear expression. Through clarifying the parameters, A, B, and C, the representation
of the partial charging data is given. The trends of the mentioned features of the Oxford
dataset, along with battery aging, are shown in Figure 2. Partial charging curves that
start from 200 s, 300 s, 1200 s, and 2200 s are drawn, respectively, with the same sequence
length of 300 s. Minimum voltage, maximum voltage, and parameter C rise with increased
cycles due to the phenomenon of faster convergence to upper limit voltage because of the
battery cell aging [33]. Parameter C has the same trend as the minimum voltage because
C denotes the normalized minimum voltage when realizing the curve fitting. To ensure
unbiased estimation and the corresponding scale, both the minimum voltage feature and
the C have been retained. Figure 2a,b,f also shows that charged curves that started from
2200 s have steep trends. In previous research [15,33], feature dQ/dV has an obvious drop
in specific voltage ranges; thus, these specific voltage ranges are picked to estimate SOH.
In this paper, feature dQ/dV is extracted from every piece of charging data, with other
features used as additional information when feature dQ/dV is not obvious (shown as a red
triangle in Figure 2c). Curvature item A and linear item B provide information at different
dimensions, which have no linear relationship with the above features. These two features
fluctuate violently at low-capacity states and supply extra knowledge for SOH estimation
at low-energy charging modes. The above six features ensure sufficient information for
SOH estimation at flexible charging curves and fixed input numbers for estimators.
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2.3. Muti-Layer Perceptron

Deep learning methods have great generalization and performance in SOH estima-
tion [35]. Since the partial curves are wrapped into six features, deep learning methods such
as complex-designed convolutional neural networks (CNN) or long short-term memory
networks (LSTM) are unnecessary in this study. The proposed estimator in this study is
a multi-layer perceptron network (MLP). A MLP [36] is a modern feedforward artificial
network consisting of fully connected neurons with a nonlinear kind of activation function,
as shown in Figure 3. MLPs form the foundation for all neural networks and still greatly
improve the power of deep learning when applied to classification and regression problems.
The mathematical equation for one layer of MLP is:

hj = f (∑n
i=1 wijxi + bj) (4)

where hj is the output of the jth hidden neuron, xi is the ith input feature, wij represents
the weight of the connection between the ith input and jth hidden neuron, and f (∗) is the
activation function expressing nonlinearity, allowing the layer to capture complex patterns
in the data. By computing the weighted sum of the hidden layers and suitable activation
function, the difference between predicted SOH and actual SOH is minimized, along with
techniques such as gradient descent and backpropagation. Other potential methods such
as CNN or RNN may require raw data sequences as inputs to make estimation, which
means the length of sequences is important and must be carefully selected. In this paper,
we intend to introduce a method that does not consider the length of the partial charging
curves and propose a novel feature extraction method for partial charging curves. After
feature extraction, the number of inputs is fixed, and MLP is totally enough to capture the
inner relationship between the inputs and SOH.
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The activation function adopted in this study is rectified linear unit (ReLU) [37], which
can alleviate the problem of gradient vanishing through the derivative of either 1 or 0 when
in the backpropagation stage. The mathematical expression is:

yReLU = max(0, x) (5)

A commonly used batch normalization layer which could avoid interval covariate
shift is not used here, since the input number is small and the distribution of the input
should remain varying to ensure the adaption of different voltage ranges.

2.4. Training Details

The proposed model aims to estimate SOH based on extracting features from the
flexible partial curves with fixed sequences. To achieve this goal, the training details are
concluded as follows.
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The input partial charging data in the training dataset are represented by six statistical
features with the above description. The first point of each partial charging dataset is
treated as the voltage at zero seconds and the number of final layer neurons is one, as
estimated by SOH. It is unnecessary to normalize the features between [0, 1] since the
features’ range is under 5, except feature dQ/dV, which is normalized by dividing the
nominal capacity. The loss function utilized by backpropagation in this model is a mean
square error (MSE), which could be formulated as:

MSE =
1
n∑(ylabel − yestimate)

2 (6)

where ylabe and yestimate are the ground truth SOH and estimated SOH, respectively. The
process of backpropagation is carried out by the Adam optimizer [38]. The maximum
number of training epochs is set to 1000 and the batch size is set to 400. In the Oxford
dataset, there are 8 cells, each comprising around 80 cycles using a 1-C charging rate
(approximately 3600 s’ charging time). Cells 1 to 4 are utilized as the training dataset, while
Cells 5 to 6 and Cells 7 to 8 are allocated for the validation and test datasets, respectively.
The size of the training dataset depends on the length of the input series. The step size of
partial charging curves is akin to the data sampling rate, which is 1 s in the Oxford dataset.
With these configurations, millions of partial charging curves can be extracted. The trained
MLP is saved and evaluated after one epoch’s training, and the minimum error results
on the validation dataset are selected into the eventual model. The proposed model is
developed and evaluated with the Pytorch package and Python 3.9. A desktop equipped
with an Ubuntu 18 system and NVIDIA GeForce 1080 graphical process unit (GPU) is used
for the whole working hardware.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Ablation Study

The battery aging dataset to validate the proposed method is the Oxford dataset [27],
which has been widely adopted for the evaluation of battery degradation diagnosis [39].
In this dataset, eight commercial batteries with 0.74-Ah nominal capacity are repetitively
charging and discharging using an electrical vehicle (EV) driving profile, simulating battery
aging in EV working conditions. All battery tests are conducted at 40 ºC in a thermal
chamber and the current, terminal voltage, and surface temperature are recorded with a
sample period of 1 s. The 1C charging data are used to validate the proposed method. Due
to the CC charging and constant temperature, only the voltage charging data are used as
the input of the proposed method, ignoring the current and temperature. The data of the
first four batteries are used as the training dataset, while the data of Cell No. 5 and No. 6
are used for the validation dataset. The length of the partial voltage sequence is 300, which
means the random partial charging curve is collected in 5 min. The remaining two batteries
are used as a test dataset. To observe the performance of the proposed method, the root
mean square error (RMSE) metric is utilized to evaluate the overall estimation error, which
is defined as:

RMSE =

√
1
n∑(ylabel − yestimate)

2 (7)

To prove the effectiveness of the proposed features and model, ablation experiments
are carried out, as shown in Table 1. At first, extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) [40] is uti-
lized as the baseline method to evaluate the efficiency of the features. XGBoost is a powerful
and popular machine learning method for both regression and classification tasks. It can
provide feature importance scores and incorporate regularization techniques, and is known
for its efficiency and predictive accuracy. The estimation results of the validation dataset
and test dataset are 1.87% and 4.26%, respectively, when the raw partial voltage curves are
treated as inputs. After mapping the raw partial charging sequence into minimum voltage,
maximum voltage, and dQ/dV, in these local features, the estimation results are getting
worse, suggesting that local feature extraction from the partial voltage curve causes the
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information loss in SOH estimation. However, the estimation performance improves with
curve fitting parameters, which have globally represented the input sequences. Global
features play a vital role in partial curve SOH estimation, with nearly 1.4% enhancement
in the test dataset. The estimation results are further improved by using the MLP model.
An interesting observation is that while the validation result of the MLP is higher than
that of XGBoost, the test result is significantly better. This could be due to MLP having
better generalization ability than XGBoost while the overfitting phenomenon happened
using the XGBoost method. Additionally, the gap between the validation error and the
test error is smaller. This suggests that the accuracy and generalization performance of the
MLP are exceptional. Table 2 displays the contribution rates of features to SOH estimation.
Parameter A holds the highest contribution at 19.63%, followed by maximum voltage at
16.75%. Conversely, minimum voltage contributes the least at 8.24%. Overall, the impor-
tance distribution appears balanced, indicating that SOH estimation does not heavily rely
on specific features. Instead, each feature plays a distinct role in the estimation process.

Table 1. Ablation study estimation results.

Component/RMSE (%) Validation Test

XGBoost (raw data) 1.87 4.26
XGBoost (local features) 3.72 5.74

XGBoost (local and global feature) 0.84 3.38
MLP (local and global feature) 1.32 1.87

Table 2. Contributed importance of features for SOH estimation with XGBoost.

Features min vol max vol dQ/dV A B C

Importance (%) 8.24 16.75 12.03 19.63 11.27 13.06

3.2. Simultaneous Estimation of SOH

SOH estimation is of paramount importance for proactive maintenance scheduling
when a battery’s health deteriorates, and it plays a crucial role in precise Ampere-hour
counting calibration, ensuring reliable State of Charge (SOC) estimation during battery
cycling [7,41]. The proposed method offers a practical advantage, as it only requires a seg-
ment of charging data collected within a small timeframe, readily attainable in real-world
scenarios. In this study, the window size for partial charging data can vary, with a moving
step set to one. While these settings introduce some level of noise into the estimation, they
also significantly increase the size of the training dataset, enabling comprehensive training
of the data-driven model.

Beyond its accurate SOH estimation capabilities, the proposed method meets the
demands of real-time estimation. It takes an average of only 0.40 milliseconds to perform
one estimation using partial charging data. Consequently, the proposed method can be
efficiently employed within battery management systems (BMS). Table 3 and Figure 4
present the estimation results and errors for SOH using random charging voltage curves
collected over 300 s. Cells 5 and 6 represent the validation dataset, while Cells 7 and
8 serve as the test dataset. In Table 3, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for these
four cells is below 2%, affirming that feature extraction from a 300 s segment of charging
data can simultaneously yield highly accurate SOH estimates during battery degradation.
Figure 4 displays the distribution of SOH estimation errors in a plot format, including the
ratio of outlier estimation errors. A box plot provides a visual summary of key statistical
properties, such as the median, quartiles, and potential outliers. From Figure 4a, it is evident
that median estimation errors are below 2%, and the majority of discrepancies between
estimated maximum capacity and actual maximum capacity are within 5%. Figure 4b
shows the ratio of outliers whose RMSE is beyond 5%, and it is noticeable that outliers
account for less than 3%. Validation dataset results outperform test results, as the best
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models were selected based on validation performance. In most estimation scenarios, the
results closely align with the ground truth, with approximately 98% of estimations falling
within 5% RMSE. In practical scenarios, those outliers could be significantly reduced by
considering the previous estimations. If the present estimation results deviate significantly
from the previous ones, they could be treated as outliers and eliminated from the estimation
process. This assumption could be validated in future studies.

Table 3. RMSE of the estimation results for the validation dataset and test dataset.

Cell Index Cell 5 Cell 6 Cell 7 Cell 8

RMSE (%) 0.99 1.17 1.65 1.46
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3.3. Influence of Length of Input Series

The preceding experimental results substantiate that SOH estimation can be effectively
achieved using only six features, which capture both the local and global characteristics
of the original partial charging curve within a specific length range. However, further
investigation is needed to understand the efficacy of these features when applied to input
sequences of different lengths.

To assess the impact of input sequence length, the length is systematically adjusted
from 300 s to 900 s in increments of 150 s. Then, features are extracted, MLP models are
trained, and evaluations are conducted accordingly. It is intuitive that as the input length
increases, there may be an initial reduction in information loss, since the entire curves are
condensed into six features. The comparative results of the test set are presented in Figure 5
and Table 4. Notably, the input dimension of the MLP remains constant throughout,
ensuring that the estimation time remains unchanged despite varying input sequence
lengths. Table 4 reveals that the average RMSE on the test set initially decreases with longer
input lengths. However, when the input length surpasses 600, the reduction in average
RMSE slows down, and it stabilizes when the input length reaches 750 and 900. Figure 5
illustrates the same trend, with an increasing number of samples closely aligned with the
ground truth SOH values. Moreover, both the range and number of outliers diminish with
longer input sequences. For instance, while the average RMSE remains the same when the
input length is set at 750 and 900, the 900-length input exhibits fewer and smaller outliers.
These findings indicate an overall enhancement in estimation results as the length of the
input sequence is extended.
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Table 4. Average RMSE of the test dataset.

Input Length 150 300 450 600 750 900

RMSE (%) 1.91 1.59 1.37 1.27 1.24 1.24

3.4. A Comparison with Classic Machine Learning Methods

To gauge the performance of the MLP in SOH estimation with limited inputs, three
classic machine learning methods commonly used in regression tasks have been developed
and compared: Random Forest (RF), Logistic Regression (LR), and XGBoost. As the feature
extraction process condenses the input data into six features, these machine learning
methods can be seamlessly applied without the need for additional modifications or custom
designs. Furthermore, to validate that the extracted features effectively encapsulate the
information contained in the original partial curves, the estimation results of LSTM with
raw partial charging curves as inputs are included in this section. The detailed setups of
these methods could be referred to [42]. The results are visualized in Figure 6. Comparing
the performance of LR, RF, XGBoost, LSTM, and MLP, both LSTM and MLP stand out with
the smallest errors, approximately 1.34% and 1.59%, respectively. While the LSTM estimator
exhibits slightly better performance than MLP when utilizing the original partial charging
curves, it comes at the cost of increased model complexity and computational time due to
the significantly larger number of inputs. Nevertheless, the relatively small gap between
the LSTM estimator and MLP estimator underscores that, even with a straightforward
estimator structure, feature extraction effectively maps partial charging curves to their
corresponding SOH values.
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3.5. Validation of Different Batteries and Working Conditions

One of the significant advantages of deep learning methods is their capacity for
generalization across various datasets and working conditions. To assess the method’s
performance on different datasets, the proposed approach is applied to estimate SOH for
two additional battery types: the well-established NASA dataset [31] and the CALCE
dataset [30]. Notably, these datasets feature different sampling intervals, with a 30-s
interval in the CALCE dataset and a 3-s interval in the NASA dataset. This presents a
considerable challenge for SOH estimation when utilizing raw partial charging curves as
inputs, given the reduced information content. However, our proposed method addresses
this challenge by employing local and global feature extraction, effectively capturing crucial
details within the curves. This preprocessing aligns the input data before feeding it into
the MLP-based estimation process. For reference, Table 5 provides a brief overview of
the CALCE and NASA datasets, while the estimation results are illustrated in Figure 7. It
is worth noting that these datasets differ in nominal capacity, constant current charging
values, and sampling periods from the Oxford dataset. The window size for input series
in the CALCE dataset is set to 20 points, while in the NASA dataset, it is 100 points. The
total time window for the input series is under 10 min. The average Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) for these two datasets is less than 5%, ensuring reliable SOH estimation. This
underscores the robustness of the proposed approach against sparse sampling, promising
reduced computation costs and data storage requirements.

Table 5. Primary specifications of the CALCE and NASA datasets.

Dataset Cathode Materials Nominal Capacity (Ah) Current (A) Sample Period (s)

CALCE LiCoO2 1.1 0.55 30
NASA Not reported 2.0 1.50 3
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4. Conclusions

Accurate SOH estimation for batteries is of paramount importance in battery man-
agement systems, particularly for enhancing the performance and longevity of traction
batteries used in electric vehicles. SOH estimation based on partial charging curve data
presents a formidable challenge due to varying sampling intervals. In this study, charg-
ing data within a small time window to estimate the current-cycle SOH is leveraged. To
mitigate the impact of different sampling frequencies and input sequence lengths, both
local and global features are extracted that describe the charging curves comprehensively,
enabling precise SOH estimation. A multi-layer perceptron is employed to achieve gen-
eralized estimation by mapping these fixed features to SOH values. An ablation study
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was conducted to compare model performance with and without the proposed features,
demonstrating that these features encapsulate essential information required for accurate
estimation. The validation results, based on three distinct datasets, affirm the effectiveness
of our proposed methods. In the context of a 300 s time window, the root mean square
error of SOH estimation remains below 1.5% across more than 400 thousand samples,
spanning the degradation of 0.74 Ah batteries. Importantly, the estimation time for a single
evaluation does not increase with a longer window size of charging data, thanks to the
fixed number of features. In conclusion, the proposed methods exhibit high scalability and
adaptability to varying input data lengths, battery chemistries, and operational conditions.

It is worth mentioning that partial charging curves may have the same trend by setting
the start point to 0 s, even though they come from different cycles of the batteries. This
causes outlier errors during the estimation. In the future, more physical parameters, such
as strain, temperature, and current, will be introduced to distinguish cycles’ differences
and eliminate estimation errors. By extracting additional features with these physical
parameters, the partial charging curves would provide more dimensional information
to aid in estimation. Additionally, it is recommended to gather more experimental data
consisting of different load curves at various temperatures and C-rates to train the proposed
method, thereby improving its generalization ability.
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